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protect the Earth and its creatures. KB
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connect closely with nature. RT
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Off the coast of Queensland  
lies a very special place.

A reef packed full of sea life  
we cannot soon replace. 



Among the clear blue waters  
live creatures great and small. 

Many are at risk, though,  
and we must protect them all. 

Can you spot these animals  
that call the reef their home? 

Count them all as you explore.  
Check out this busy zone!



One squawking seabird  
swoops down from clouds sky-high.



T wo wandering whales sing and breach as they pass by.



Three  sturdy sharks swim along in search of lunch.



Four shy sea cows find some seagrass  they can munch. 



F i ve dashing dolphin calves leap and splash with spee d. 



Six moving manta rays form a chain to fee d.



Seven tough turtles pick sponges out from cracks.



Eight colossal clams  
slurp drifting plankton snacks.



Nine rare reef fish make  
quite a stunning sight.



Ten coral colonies  
give haven for the night.



Now, my young explorer,  
rest your weary head.  

And dream tonight of sea life,  
from your comfy bed.
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In the first five years, little moments make a big difference.
Children learn best from those closest to them – and by talking, reading, singing and playing together every day, families 

support their child’s brain development and help them build a lifelong love of learning and discovery. 
First 5 Forever is an early literacy program supporting families to make the most of this time. The program offers free 
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ABOUT THIS SERIES
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celebrates the uniqueness of our state, and aims to inspire a love of reading and discovery in a new generation of little 
Queenslanders.  
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Count the Extra Animals
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Here are five additional vulnerable 
creatures that live at the 

Great Barrier Reef.



The Great Barrier Reef is a remarkable place. 
Teeming with life, it provides food and shelter 

to millions of animals.

Count from one to ten with this gentle, 
rhyming bedtime book, while learning about 

some of the reef’s most threatened creatures. 


